Lesson 7-3

Real-World EXAMPLE
Example 1	Rate of Change
POPULATION	Between the years 1990 and 1995, the population of a city grew from 12,500 to 17,000.  Find the rate of change in the population.  

change in subscribers 
change in time
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	= 900	Simplify. 

So, the rate of change in population is an increase of 900 per year.

Real-World EXAMPLE
Example 2	Compare Rates of Change
PRODUCTION   The XYZ Company produced 24,000 units in its first year in operation and had increased production to 45,000 units by its fourth year in operation.  The ABC Company produced 7,500 units in its first year of operation and 18,000 units by its fourth year in operation.  Compare the rates of change.
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For each year, production increases by 7,000 units. 
				 = file_2.unknown
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ABC Company rate of change = file_4.unknown
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For each year, production increases by 3,500. 
				 = file_5.unknown
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Production for the XYZ Company increased at a faster rate than production for the ABC Company.  A steeper line on the graph indicates a greater rate of change for the square.







Real-World EXAMPLE
Example 3	Negative Rate of Change
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MONEY     The graph shows the relationship between years and account balance.  Find the rate of change.

rate of change  
= 
Account balance goes from $1000 to $0. Years from 0 to 8. 
	= file_11.unknown
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	Simplify.
	= -$125/yr	Express as a unit rate.

So, the rate of change is -$125/yr, or a decrease of $125 per each year.
                                                                                   

